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Conditions þr the Emergence ønd Effectiveness

of Mo dern C onstitutionøLism

I. THE CONSTITUTION AS A NOVËLTY

t Aim of the Study

The emergence of the modern constitution in North America and France at
the end of the eighteenth century is relatively well researched and documented.
However, a satisfactory explanatíon as to w'\ry r.he constitution could emerge
at that time and soon become the predomínant topic of the era is still lacking.
such a radical and momentous new development naturauy indicates the occur-
rence of certain conditions which did not previously exist and which could since
have disappeared. Thus, it is not possible eirher to understand the constitution
historically or to forecast its deveiopment without reconstructing these condi-
tions. The question as to the furure of the constitution is anything but superflu-
ous. The global propagation of the constitution and its growing enforceability
by means of constitutional cou¡ts must not distract us from the pecuiiar weak-
ness and dissipation of meaning that it evidences in the face of the problems
of the modern welfare state. The aím of this chapter is to offer an explanation
of the past that is relevant to the present and the future; the emphasis is on the
historical side, and the problems of the present are only addressed in outline at
the end,

z. Tradition and Innovation

The fact that the constitution is a novel deveiopment is not selÊevident in
view of the much older use of rhe term and its continuing application to older
epochs. Consequently, it is first necessary to identiôr those elements that make
its development a novel occurrence. In this undertaking, the genesis of the phe-
nomena that gave rise to the modern constitution can serve as initial clues. Both
the constitutions of the North American states since ry76 ánd the American
federal consrirurion of ry87 wirh irs Bill of fughrs of ry9r as well as rhe French
constitution of ry9t with its integrated Declaration of the Rights of Man and
citizens of ry\g were products of revolutions that overthrew the old order and
replaced it with a new one. such events, of course, are not rare in history. But
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